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Humanism and exile as subjects

in the poetry of Bilind al-∞∞aydarÜÜ1

Bilind al-∞aydarÜ2 (belend means “proud,” “high” in Kurdish) is an

Iraqi Kurdish poet considered as the first among the precursors of the new

free verse forms in Arabic poetry that appeared in Iraq after the Second
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1 This paper was presented at the International Conference on Kurdish
Studies, Cracow, May 17 – 19 2004. 

2 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ is an Iraqi Kurdish poet writing in the Arabic language. He
was born in As-SulaymÇniyya in Iraqi Kurdistan in 1926 and died in exile in London
in 1996. He came from an aristocratic family, devoted to science and literature, how-
ever his father served in the military. Bilind refused the style of the life of rich fam-
ilies and preferred to live as a simple man, taking up different jobs. His uncle was
minister of interior in Iraq during the monarchy. At that time, some members of his
family joint the left opposition. Bilind came to Baghdad. There he began painting
probably because his wife DalÇl al-MuftÜ was a painter. He came to know such
painters as μawÇd SalÜm and FÇíiq ∞asan. In his early years, he started to write in
Kurdish. Later, he began to write in Arabic and cooperated with such writers as
ëAbd al-Malik NËrÜ, FuíÇd at-TakarlÜ, ëAbd al-WahhÇb al-BayÇtÜ. He started writing
criticism and published some books. He was the editor-in-chief of two Iraqi period-
ical magazines: “Al-ëUlËm” (Sciences) and “ÅfÇq ëArabiyya” (The Arab
Perspectives). He became a member of the Iraqi Communist Party, but after the
Second World War changed his wordlview to existentialism. Marxism and existen-
tialism deeply influenced his poetry. In 1963, he was arrested. In 1982, he left Iraq
for Beirut and then moved to London, where he died. He co-operated with Iraqis in
exile and formed the Iraqi Democratic Union. After his death the Cultural
Association of the United Arab Emirates created an annual prize A^Üla in his name.
(Cf. IbrÇhÜm al-YËsuf, Bilind al-∞aydarÜ rÇíid al-…adÇ@a aö-öiëriyya al-mansÜ “Az-
ZamÇn”, no. 1364, Baghdad 2002. Or: www. azzaman.com). He was an abundant
and creative poet. He published the following collections of poetry:

1. Œafqat aù-ùÜn (A Pulsation of Clay), Baghdad 1946
2. A©ÇnÜ al-madÜna al-mayyita wa-qa^Çíid uÆrò (Songs of the Dead City and

Other Poems, Baghdad 1951
3. μiítum maëa al-faÑr (You Came With Dawn), Baghdad 1961
4. ŒaùawÇt fÜ al-©urba (Steps in Exile), Beirut 1965
5. Ri…lat al-…urËf a^-^ufr (Travel of the Yellow Letters), Beirut 1968



World War. His first collection of poems Œafqat aÔ-ÔÜn (A Pulsation of Clay),

which contained some poems written in free verse was published in 1946. It

preceded the publication of free verse by other Iraqi poets such as NÇzik al-

MalÇíika’s (1923-1992)—Al-KËlarÇ (Cholera) and Badr äÇkir as-SayyÇb’s

(1926-1964)—Hal kÇna …ubban? (Was It Love?). The years 1948-1950

were a time of experiments, and in the period betwen 1951 and 1954 Iraqi

poetry was enriched by the work of the above mentioned poets as well as

ëAbd al-WahhÇb al-BayÇtÜ (1926-1999).

Mu…ammad ëAbd al-Munëim ŒafÇÑÜ points out that the beginning of

this new form dates back several years before 1947. It is therefore an old

form3. There were some attempts in this field in the interwar period. These

earlier free verses formed a foundation for the development of free verse

after 19454. Free verse was qualified by Mu…ammad an-NuwayhÜ as a new

poetic pattern based on classical metres5. A…mad SulaymÇn al-A…mad

defined it as the new poetry6, while the Lebanese poet YËsuf al-ŒÇl called it

modern. After the Second World War, when social and cultural life devel-

oped, the wish to introduce changes in numerous spheres was strengthened.

The struggle for independence and against colonialism appeared to lead to

the consolidation of the politically engaged poetry and gave it a realistic

trend. Poetry of this period was characterized by changes both in form and

content. This new philosophy very different from traditional visions was the

product of the new epoch7.

Unlike other Iraqi poets such as Badr äÇkir as-SayyÇb and NÇzik al-

MalÇíika, Bilind al-∞aydarÜ often is unjustly not mentioned by some critics
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6. A©ÇnÜ al-…Çris al-mutëab (Songs of the Tired Guard), Beirut 1971.
7. ∞iwÇr ëabra al-abëÇd a@-@alÇ@a (Dialogue Across Three Spaces), Beirut 1972.
8. Ilò BayrËt maëa ta…iyyÇtÜ (For Beirut with my Greetings), Cairo 1985.
9. AbwÇb ilò al-bayt a¬-¬ayyiq (Doors to a Crowded House), London 1990.
10. AÆir ad-darb (The End of the Road), Cairo 1993
11. Al-AëmÇl al-kÇmila li-aö-öÇëir Bilind al-∞aydarÜ (Collected Poetical Works

of Bilind al-∞aydarÜ), Kuwait 1992.
12. DurËb fÜ al-manfò (Ways In Exile), Beirut, Kuwait 1996 ñ published after

his death.
He also published the following studies:
13. NiqÇù ¬awí (Spots of Light), Beirut 1979.
14. Zaman li-kull al-azmina (Time for all Times), Beirut 1981.
15. MadÇÆil ilò aö-öiër al-ëirÇqÜ (An Introduction to Iraqi Poetry, Cairo 1987)
3 Mu…ammad ëAbd al-Munëim ŒafÇÑÜ, no date: 292.
4 For more information see: Adnan Abbas, 2000: 179-183.
5 See: ëAbd al-WÇ…id Luíluía, 1973: 66.
6 A…mad SulaymÇn al-A…mad, no date: 126. 
7 ëIzz ad-DÜn IsmÇëÜl, 1981: 13. 



as the one of the early precursors of Arabic free verse. Unfortunately, they

did not give Al-∞aydarÜ his just and specific place in the modern poetic

process. Some of them, as for instance I…sÇn ëAbbÇs, do not even mention

Bilind al-∞aydarÜ. It is IbrÇhÜm al-YËsuf who stresses that Bilind al-∞aydarÜ
was the first one to renew Arabic poetry8. In his opinion, the Kurdish origin

of Al-∞aydarÜ was a reason of ignoring his role in modernizing poetry by the

Arab critics. Because of that Al-∞aydarÜ in one of his press meeting in the

70’s, stressed: “I am being omitted for my Kurdishness”9. However, some

well known Arab poets acknowledged the high position of his poetry in the

new process and placed him among such poets as As-SayyÇb, Adonis (“ëAlÜ
A…mad SaëÜd”, b. 1930), ëAbd al-WahhÇb al-BayÇtÜ, SaëdÜ YËsuf, NizÇr

QabbÇnÜ (d. 1999), MÇrËn ëAbbËd (1885-1962), μabrÇ IbrÇhÜm μabrÇ (d.

1990’s).

Bilind al-∞aydarÜ was one of the most important poets of modern free

verse, profiting from realistic, neo-realistic, symbolic and existentialist

trends. Some of his earlier verses had romantic tendency. The poet founded

an association called “Al-Waqt a¬-«Çíië” (The Lost Time) which stressed

romantic tendencies in literature. Generally, his poetry reflects intellectual

possibilities and universal human values. It presents the feeling of exile, psy-

chological hopelessness of emigration, the crisis of humanity and the tragic

burdens of those living in exile, deep human dreams for building a better

future, worries, homesickness, loneliness, pain, troubles, anger, rejection

and resistance, political and tragic events in Iraq and Iraqi Kurdistan, the

relation of the poet to the world and existence and the human psyche, intel-

lectual images concerning contrasts of life and individuality of people and

their attitudes, conflicts, patience, hopes, death, and so on. 

Exile as a subject occupies a prominent place in his poetry. The poet

spent many years in exile, and died there. His attitude towards emigration is

clear for this example in his first poetic collection A Pulsation of Clay:

Kullu mÇ fÜ ar¬inÇ min Ñannatin
hiya min ©urbati ôÇ l-qalbi l-kasÜri10

(All things in our paradise on this Earth

come from the sad heart of emigration)

This feeling reappears when he emigrated from Iraq, for instance in the

collection DurËb fÜ al-manfò (Ways In Exile) while human crises and the
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8 See IbrÇhÜm al-YËsuf, 2002.
9 IbrÇhÜm al-YËsuf, 2002.  

10 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 113 (the whole poem: 111-114).



tragic burden of exile repeatedly are mentioned in his collection of poems

ŒaÔawÇt fÜ al-©urba (Steps In Emigration). The feeling of exile can also be

found in verses of many other Iraqi poets, living in exile, such as ¥arÜb ëalò
al-ŒalÜÑ (A Stranger in the Gulf)11 and Li-annÜ ©arÜbi (Because I am a

Stranger)12 by Badr äÇkir as-SayyÇb, the collections Qa^Çíid fÜ al-manfò
(Verses In Exile) by ëAbd al-WahhÇb al-BayÇtÜ, BarÜd al-©urba (Emigration

Mail)13 by Mu…ammad MahdÜ al-μawÇhirÜ (1899-1997), as well as in the

poetry of SaëdÜ YËsuf, Mu≤affar an-NawwÇb, Sherko Bekas, and others.

The pains of exile are described in Al-∞aydarÜís poem Matò yÇ ayyuhÇ
al-waùan…? (Homeland! When we …?):

Matò yÇ ayyuhÇ l-waùanu
sa-tarÑiëu min manÇfÜka
sa-narÑiëu min manÇfÜhi?14

(Homeland! 

When will you return from your exile?

When I will I return from its exile?)

He moves step by step to this painful new world full of dark nights and

hope: 

Wa-kunnÇ nasÜru maëan Æaùwatan Æaùwatan
li-l-manÇfÜ
waùanÜ wa anÇ
wa ruëbu layÇlÜ ^-^a…ÇrÇ l-ëiÑÇfÜ15

(We were moving step by step

Toward exile 

My homeland and me

And the fear of the slim nights of deserts)

The homeland for him becomes the exile and his death is the sign of the

unwanted emigration:

In muttu hunÇ … fÜ l-©urbati … fÜ l-manfò
in muttu ©adan
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11 Badr äÇkir as-SayyÇb, 1986. v. 1: 317-323. 
12 Badr äÇkir as-SayyÇb, 1986. v. 1: 195-196.
13 See: Mu…ammad MahdÜ al-μawÇhirÜ, 1965. 
14 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1996: 50.
15 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1996: 7.



fa-sa-ya…milu öÇhidu qabrÜ: hÇôÇ waùanÜ16

(If I died here … in emigration … in exile

If I die tomorrow

The witness of my grave will announce: this is my homeland)

However, he speaks of the feeling of freedom in his emigration and

exile, for instance in the poem KawÇbÜs wa-a…lÇm (Nightmares and

Dreams):

YËÑiëunÜ yÇ sayyidatÜ
an lÇ aërifa nafsÜ …urran
illÇ fÜ l-©urba17

(My Beloved! Ache for me, 

I do not have freedom 

Except in exile)

Bilind al-∞aydarÜ declares that the return from exile would make no

sense because everything in his homeland was lost. This attitude appears in

the poem AëËd ... li-man..? (To Whom I Return...?):

A-taqËlu: taëËdu ©adan...?!
A-aëËdu li-man…?! .. a-li-baytÜ...?!
a-li-Ñu@@ati Ôiflin mayyit...?!
a-li-kawmati a…ÑÇrin musiÆat aÔlÇlÇ
taÑhaöu fÜ ^-^amti...?!18

(You say: you will return tomorrow...?!

To whom I return… ?!... to my home...?!

To a dead body of a child...?!

To heaps of stones, which were transformed to ruins

Sobbing in silence...?!)

However we see the other side of his dream: longing and homesickness

in the poem Hal lÜ an arò..?! (Should I See..?!): 

hal lÜ an a…luma, yÇ madÜnatÜ
bi-r-ruÑËë...?!
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16 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1996: 35. 
17 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1996: 44 (the whole poem: 44-46).
18 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 795 (the whole poem: 793-797).  



li-dÇrinÇ l-muÔfaíati ö-öumËë19

(My city! Could I dream

To return…?!

To our dark home).

This longing is also scompared with his love for a woman in the poem

Ilò samrÇí (To Brown-Skinned Woman):

SamrÇíu
yÇ …ulmi l-mu¬ammaÆa bi-l-hawÇÑisi wa-a≤-≤unËni20

(Brown-Skinned Woman!

You are my dream, anointed with fears and doubts)

This homesickness to an old love from his youth becomes irony in the

following poem ∞ubb qadÜm (Old Love):

Hal taôkurÜn
wa-ÆaÑalti mimmÇ taôkurÜn21

(Do you remember?

when you were ashamed from what you remembered)

Bilind al-∞aydarÜ connects this kind of love with sadness and ruins in

the poem AhwÇki (I Love You):

Qalbun tawakkaía ëalò ëukkÇzati ô-ôikrò
wa-rÇ…a yab…a@u fÜ anqÇ¬i 
mÇ marrÇ22

(A heart reclines on the stick of memory

And is searching between the ruins,

Passing things)

His deep homesickness and longing to childhood, mother, family and

valley repeatedly appear in his poems. For example, in the poem MÇ bayna
ôirÇëay ummÜ (Between my Mother’s Arms) he writes: 

fiÇta masÇíin hamasat fÜ uôunÜ
wa-bi-^awtin mubtallin bi-ö-öaÑani:
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19 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1992: 439 (the whole poem: 439-442).
20 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 159.
21 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 261.
22 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 31.  



ibnÜ… iyyÇka wa-iyyÇkum yÇ awlÇdÜ
an yaëbura ayyun minkum ôÇka #l-wÇdÜ23

(A certain night she whispered in my ear

With a sound wetted with sadness:

My son… be careful, be careful, my sons

Not to cross that valley)

This is also the homesickness to for his son in the poem Ilò waladÜ (To

My Son):

Sa-aëËdu @Çniyatan ilayk
li-uqabbila #n-nËra #llaôÜ fÜ nÇ≤irayk24

(I shall return back to you once again

To kiss the light in your eyes)

His dreaming refers mainly to freedom and hope for a better and more

humanistic future:

Hal lÜ an Ëlada lÇ Ñur…an?
lÇ sikkÜnan?
lÇ siÑnan... lÇ saÑÑÇnan... lÇ masÑËnÇ25

(Could I be born without wounds?

Without a knife?

Without a prison... without a jailer... without a prisoner?)

His dream for hope, freedom and humanitarian values, even with pain,

is clear in his testament for his son in the poem Al-Wa^iyya (Testament):

Man yadrÜ...?
qad tËladu fÜ öamsin
…attò a^©ara min ¬Üqi yadÜ
fÜ öamsin
qad taöruqu fÜ yawmin mÇ
waëdan bi-l-faÑri yaÔulla ëalò baladÜ26
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23 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1996: 76. 
24 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 355 . 
25 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1992: 447.
26 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 826 (the whole poem: 825-826). 



(Who knows...?

Perhaps you will be born in the sun

Even this sun is so small as a hand

In the sun, which may shine someday

As a promise, a dawn which appears 

In my homeland)

The poetry of Bilind al-∞aydarÜ contains various aspects of humanistic

existence and an intellectual tendency. We can observe his existentialist

vision of the monotony of the Earth and life in the poem entitled ‡Ç…Ëna (A
Mill):

Wa-l-ar¬u mÇ zÇlat ëalò ëahdihÇ
tadËru …awla l-abadi l-aswadi
ÔÇ…Ënatun27

(The Earth is still the same

Spinning around the eternity 

Just like a mill)

The existentialist vision of the Earth and nature joins with an illusion in

the following example:

Wa-talÇöaytu fÜ ùarÜqin wa-lÇkin …
kullu hÇôÜ #d-durËbi taqfË ma^ÜrÜ28

(I was crushed on the road, but …

All these roads follow my lot)

The existentialist aspect in his poetry stresses the irony of the present

reality, in which we live, such as in the following poem Mahzalat al-wuÑËd
(The Comedy of Existence):

Sa-arÑiëu li-l-fanÇíi ka-annanÜ
mÇ Ñiítu illÇ kay akËna fanÇí29

(I shall return to non-being

Because I came to be a non-being man)

Irony theme joins with his personal protest and anger:
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27 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 195.
28 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 178.
29 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 144. 



SayyidatÜ tasíalunÜ:
mÇ raíyuka an na…luma … an nakbura … an na^©ura
an nasÆara mimmÇ kÇna lanÇ ... mimmÇ kunnÇ30

(My lady asks me:

What do you think if we dream, grow, to be small

To jeer from what happened, and from our being)

This is also the intellectual image of life and existence, and the expect-

ed or unexpected person in Madfan a≤-≤ill (The Cemetery of a Shadow): 

Wa-hunÇ tabëa@u ≤-≤ilÇlu ÆarÜfan
wa-baqÇyÇ min umniyÇtin ëaqÜma31

(Shadows send autumn here 

And the rest of the barren wishes)

Bilind al-∞aydarÜ considers the position of the poet as a spring for

changing and creation, even in the existence of pain, darkness and compli-

cated conditions. This poem has a neo-classical form, and it appears at the

end of his main collection: 

YÇ zayta qindÜlin wa-öamëata mudliÑin
fÜ ©ayhabin laysat lahu öuÔíÇni32

(You are the oil of the lamp, the candle for whom at nightfall

In darkness, which has no shores)

The poet examines the specific position of humanity, its pain, troubles,

solitude, weariness, boredom and loss, as in the poem Al-ŒaÔwa a¬-¬Çíiëa
(The Lost Step):

LÇ öayía yaërifunÜ hunÇ
lÇ öayía aërifuhu hunÇ
lÇ öayía aôkuruhu wa-lÇ aöyÇía taôkurunÜ hunÇ33

(Nothing knows me here

Nothing do I know here

Nothing do I remember or and nothing remembers me here)
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30 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1996: 9.
31 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 181 (the whole poem: 179-183).
32 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 837 (the whole poem: 837-840).
33 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 278 (the whole poem: 275-278).  



Loneliness, isolation and solitude are often presented in his poetry,

reflecting his sadness, sterility and barrenness, such as in the composition

Wa…datÜ (My Loneliness):

HÇkaôÇ anti namawti
ëuöbatan ^afrÇía fÜ ¬iffati mawtÜ34

(You grew in this way 

Like a yellow plant at on the bank of death)

This is the deep sadness and suffocation of the humanity, living life in

solitude with very few truthful friends:

KaíÇbatun ÆarsÇí
tazfiru fÜ qalbÜ35

(A dumb sadness

Exhaustion in my heart)

Life is full of troubles, weariness and misery in the poem Saím (Weary):

YÇ ùuyËfa l-fanÇíi hÇôÜ …ayÇtÜ
dammirÜhÇ
fa-qad saíimtu l-wuÑËdÇ36

(Spirits of non-being! This is my life

Destroy it

I was wearied from by existence)

His sadness and anger concern those unfaithful “friends” and their false

relationship, who did not support him in times of troubles and in difficulties.

To that he devotes the poem Hal kunta ^adÜqÜ? (Were you my friend?):

YÇ anta 
yÇ man kunta ^adÜqÜ
hal kunta ^adÜqÜ…?!
lÇ adrÜ37
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34 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1992: 219 (the whole poem: 219-221).
35 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 91.
36 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 61.  
37 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 298 (the whole poem: 717-719).



(You

Who were my friend

Were you my friend…?!

I do not know)

Life appears as full of contrasts, a labyrinth of boredom and careless-

ness, in the composition Qaraf (Loathing):

Inna bi-qalbiya qayyun
wa-inna hawÇnÇ mumillun38

(There is vomiting in my heart

And our love is boredom)

This is just like a mirror of irritation and weariness in the poem ∞iwÇr
mÇ bayna al-waÑh wa-#l-miríÇt (A Dialogue Between the Face and Mirror):

AtëabanÜ #¬-¬aÑaru
fa-aëtaqanÜ li-anÇma
wa-in daqqa ëalò bÇbÜ faÑrun
fa-aÔruduhu ... aÔruduhu39

(The irritation tired me 

And allowed me to sleep

When the dawn knocked at my door

I drove it away)

Bilind al-∞aydarÜ treats the moving days as the absurdity of life. It has

to be rejected as in ëAba@ (Absurdity):

HunÇka fÜ l-ëaba@i llaôÜ lÇ tudrikÜn
sa-ta≤ullu sÇëatuki l-anÜqa
talhË bi-u©niyatin ëatÜqa40

(There in an uncomprehending absurdity 

Your elegant watch will work

And play with your old song)
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38 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 280.
39 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 709 (the whole poem: 705-709).
40 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 197. 



This situation lead Bilind al-∞aydarÜ to stress the falseness of the new

epoch, in which he lived. This is clear in the following poem entitled «i…ka
qa^Üra (A Short Laugh):

YÇ ëa^ra #z-zayfi
Sa-nu^allÜ li-l-ba…ri #l-©Çriqi fÜ #l-a^dÇf
li-…a^ò #l-ëarrÇf 41

(The epoch of falseness!

We will pray to the sea full of shells

And to the pebbles of the fortuneteller)

According to him, the civilized contrast of cities has aspects, of which

we can recognize the true city from the false city one such as in the poem

MadÜna fÜ #l-bÇl (A City in Mind):

Li-kulli madÜnatin waÑhÇni…
illÇ #l-madÜnata #llatÜ tarfi¬u an takbura fÜ #z-zayf 42

(Each city has two faces …

Except a city, which refuses to grow in falsehood)

The political theme in the poetry of Bilind al-∞aydarÜ joins with anger,

resistance and rejection. He was a well-known poet for his refusal of the rul-

ing political system, the prevalent social traditions and against tyranny. The

image of the victim and tyrant appears in the poem ëAwdat a¬-¬a…iyya
(Return of the Victim)

Wa sa-yakburu tÇrÜÆun min Ñur…in fÜ kaffÜ
min zamanin maÑhËl
zamanin yatamannò l-qÇtilu law kÇna huwa l-maqtËl43

(History will grow from the wound in the palm

From unknown time

Time, in which the murderer wishes to be the killed one)

This image of the tyrant and victim is clear in the composition ëAwdat
a¬-¬a…iyya (Return of the Victim), in which he presents two opposite per-

sons: the tyrant—Al-∞aÑÑÇÑ and the victim—SaëÜd Ibn μubayr:
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41 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 433 (the whole poem: 431-433).
42 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 747 (the whole poem: 747-750).
43 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1996: 14.



LÇkinnÜ yÇ ∞aÑÑÇÑ
wa-ka-mÇ taërifunÜ… sa-a≤allu hunÇ... wa-hunÇk
wa-fÜ alfÜ makÇn 44

(∞aÑÑÇÑ45! As you know me46…

I will stay here... and there

Everywhere) 

The homeland became a place of cruel repression, and pain and refrac-

toriness: 

Fa-Çlaytu ëalò nafsiya
an lÇ aërifa lÜ waùanan
kafanan, miönaqatan wa-^a…Çrò
lÇ tunbitu ©ayra ÑamÇÑimi maönËqÜn47

(I decide

Not to know a homeland

Or shroud or gallows or deserts

Do not plant except hanged skulls) 

This is the land of fear and death in the following example:

YÇ ar¬a l-amwÇti
yÇ ruëba falÇtin lam taërif ©ayra
ÑamÇÑimi qatlÇnÇ48

(The land of dead people!

The fear of the desert, which did not know

Except the skulls of our killed people)

Iraq was a the homeland of fear and political injustice events in the fol-

lowing poem Al-∞udËd al-masrËqa (Stolen Borders):

WaÔanÜ yÇ waÔana l-ÑallÇdÜ …
yÇ anta l-qÇtilu wa-#l-maqtËlu
wa-anta l-Ñur…u wa-anta s-sikkÜn49
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44 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 764 (the whole poem: 761-764).
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48 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 765 (the whole poem: 765-768). 
49 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 693 (the whole poem: 693-697).



(My homeland! You are the homeland of hangmen …

You are the killer and the killed

You are the wound and the knife)

The suffering of Iraqi Kurdistan and of the Kurds is examined in the

poem entitled Li-kay lÇ nansò (Not To Forget) concerning the massacre of

∞alabÑa in Iraqi Kurdistan on March 17, 1988, bombed by the Baë@ist
~addÇm regime with chemical weapons. In all, more than five thousand peo-

ple died and thousands more suffer from health and psychological problems

to the present day:

MÇ ziltu wa-in ©abaöat ôÇkiratÜ
mÇ zÇlat wa-in aÔfaíahÇ l-haramu
mÇ ziltu wa-in Ñaffa ëalò Ôarafay ëaynÜ qaôan wa-damu
mÇ ziltu urÇwidu baytan kÇna lanÇ
kÇna yamuddu ôirÇëyayhi ëalò wahaÑin fÜ faÑrin
sa-yaÑÜíu fi-hi waëdun... aw …ulmun
kÇna li-baytÜ öubbÇkÇni ^a©ÜrÇn
aôkuru annahumÇ kÇnÇ a^©ara min ëaynay insÇn...50

(I still remember, even if my memory is twilight

My memory still remembers even if the old age puts it out

I still remember even if rage and blood dry in my eyes

I still have in mind a home, which belongs to us

Which was covered with lighting of the dawn

A promise or dream will carry it

My home had two small windows

I remember, they were smaller than human eyes…)

Then he writes:

Wa-la-kam kÇna l-baytu ^a©Üran
kÇna ^a©Üran ka-l-qalbi
©aniyyan bi-d-difíi wa-bi-l-…ubbi
aôkuru annÇ... kunnÇ
wa-ka-öubbÇkay baytÜ... wa-ka-bÇbi l-bayti
nanÇmu bi-ëaynin malíò fi l-a…lÇmi l-Æu¬ri
ëalò saf…in min Ñabalin fÜ KurdistÇn
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(I remember, we were

Just like two windows of my home... and just like the door of my home

We were sleeping deeply and dreaming green dreams

At the foot of a mountain in Kurdistan)

He continues: 

Amsi 
wa-iô kÇdat kullu ëuyËni ^i©Çrika yÇ baytÜ
yÇ baladÜ
tasba…u fÜ alaqi ö-öamsi
wa-taÔullu nadan min kulli zuhayrÇti n-narÑisi
wa-l-wardi
habbat rÜ…un masmËma
nafa@athÇ ëaynÇ bËma
li-tusammima kulla ^i©Çrika yÇ baytÜ ... yÇ baladÜ
qatalat fÜ-man qatalat... waladÜ
saraqat fÜ-mÇ saraqat... ≤illÜ
ad-darbu li-baytÜ amsò maqbaratan tamtaddu li-alfay maqbaratin
fÜ KurdistÇn
lÇ öayía siwò l-mawti wa-≤illi l-mawti
mÇ min narÑisatin ta…lumu an takbura fÜ bustÇn
mÇ taraka l-aw©Çdu
illÇ l-qatlò wa-ramÇda l-qatlò wa-sawÇda duÆÇn
lÇkinna ©adÜ l-ÇtÜ
wa-…isÇba l-amwÇti
wa-dimÇía l-qatlò sa-tuÔÇridu waÑha ö-öayÔÇn
min hÇôÜ l-miríÇti li-tilka l-miríÇt
min alfi zamÇnin wa-li-alfi zamÇn
wa-sa-yaltaffu l-…ablu ëalò ëunqi l-ÑallÇd
wa-sa-talëanu ismaka KurdistÇn
wa-sa-tabraíu min riÑsika Ba©dÇd
wa-sa-tarÑiëu li-l-ar¬i l-…ulwati kullu basÇtÜni
n-narÑisi wa l-awrÇd
wa-sa-yËladu @Çniyatan waladÜ fÜ kulli l-awlÇd
(Yesterday

My home! My homeland! 

When all the eyes of your children,

Were swimming in the light of sun

And dropped dew from all each narcissuses  

And flowers
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A poison wind attacked

An owl’s eyes threw it

To poison all your children, my home!... my homeland!

It killed my son

It stole my shadow

The road to my home became a cemetery, extending to two thousand

cemeteries

In Kurdistan

Nothing except death and the shadow of death

There was no narcissus dreaming to grow in a garden

Wretched killers did not remain

Except for murders and the ash of the killed murdered and the black

colour of smoke

But my coming tomorrow

And the counting of the dead

And the blood of the dead will follow the face of the Satan

From this mirror to that mirror

From one thousand times to one thousand times

And the rope will twist around the neck of the murderer

And Kurdistan will damn your name

And Baghdad will be free from your dirt

And all gardens of narcissuses and flowers 

Will return back to the sweet land

And you, my son, will be born again among all boys)

In the poem entitled μiítum maëa al-faÑr (You Came With  Dawn), the

murderers come with dawn to massacre and steal the smile and dreams of

the children:

μiítum maëa l-faÑri
wa-kunnÇ hunÇ
nuqtalu fÜ ^amtin wa-lÇ nadrÜ
a-yu^labu l-insÇn?
a-ta…riqu n-nÜranu
buyËtanÇ?
^i©ÇranÇ
li-annanÇ na…lumu bi-l-faÑri…?51
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(You came with the dawn

Here we were killed

In silence and we do not know

Are the people hanged?

Do the fires burn

Our homes?

Our children

Because we are dreaming with dawn…?)

The tragic events and the deadly silence covered Kurdistan and Iraq. He

comments on the silence and sadness of homes and faces:

YuqÇlu: inna baytanÇ kaíÜb
wa-kulla mÇ fÜ baytinÇ
wa-kulla man fÜ baytinÇ … ©arÜb
…attò ^adò a^wÇtinÇ … ©arÜb
…attò n-nuÑËmu lamlamat barÜqahÇ wa-hÇÑarat
baëÜdatan ëan ar¬inÇ52

(They say: our home is sad

All things in our home

All persons in our home… are strange

Even the echo of our sounds… is strange

Even the stars gathered their glimmering lightoss and emigrated

Faraway from our land)

Murder and destruction were everywhere in the homeland. He writes in

the poem ëIörËn alf qatÜl (Twenty Thousand Killed):

Wa-akÇdu asmaëu min hunÇk
wa-min hunÇ
sawta l-muôÜë
mutaÆaööiban
öÇíË lahu allÇ yu…issu bi-mÇ yuôÜë 53

(Almost I hear from there

And from here

A rigid voice of the speaker

They want him to be as they want

Not to feel what is announced)
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The tyranny and repression concern all Iraq under the Baë@ist ~addÇm

regime, including Al-AhwÇr marshes, as in the poem Sa-tuöriqu aö-öams
@Çniyatan (The Sun Will Shine Again):

LÇ ëaÑabun
an nuëdama … an nurÑama
an yumsÜ damunÇ l-mahdËra
…ikÇyata qatlÇnÇ fÜ “l-ahwÇr”54

(It is not strange

That we were killed… we were stoned

Our blood stays,

A history of our victims on the marshes)

Baghdad is also found in his poetry. He writes in the poem Man yadrÜ
yÇ Ba©dÇd (Baghdad! Who knows?):

Ba©dÇd
yÇ baytan mahÑËr
yÇ zamanan maíÑËr
yÇ waÑaëan maísËr
yÇ wa…öata mraíatin @aklò tan…abu
fÜ ar¬in bËr55

(Baghdad!

You are a deserted home

You are a venal time

You are a captivated pain

You are the loneliness of a woman bereaved of a child

In the wasteland)

Baghdad is described as controlled by an inhuman and cruel regime and

a tyrant in the poem Bayna ëalÇmatayn (Between Two Signs)56. Baghdad

however is the statue of freedom and hope of tomorrow in the following

composition Nu^b al-…urriyya57 (The Statue of Freedom):
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54 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1996: 55. 
55 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 535-536 (the whole poem: 535-539). 
56 See the whole poem in: Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 807-809.
57 Referring to the Iraqi creator of this statue ñ μawÇd SalÜm.



FÜ baladin faqaíË ëaynayhi fa-lan
yub^ira illÇ l-ÑudrÇna l-…aÑariyya 58

(Country, in which they gouge out his eyes

They do not let him see anything but stony walls)

The mirror of Baghdad was black, there was no solution but to leave it

and emigrate. He wrote this poem when he was in Baghdad. The poem is

entitled FÜ ÔarÜq al-hiÑra min Ba©dÇd (In the Way of Emigration from

Baghdad):

TuÔÇridunÜ Ba©dÇd
tu…Ç^irunÜ
fÜ kulli zawÇyÇ l-miríÇti 59

(Baghdad runs after me

Seiges me

In all corners of the mirror)

The poet also contrasts death with the image of a place, a tyrant and a

hero. This is the death of the poet joining with dreams and wounds:

A…lÇmuhu 
qad hawt taëbò wa-mÇ …Çôat ôarÇh 60

(His dreams

Were tired fallen and did not approach his shelter)

Death also joins with life, existence and fight resistance in the poem

~irÇë (Fight):

Wa-taöabba@at fi-l-mawti
ëaynÇn
wa-taöabba@at fi-l-ar¬i
riÑlÇn61

(Eyes

Adhered to death
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58 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 679 (the whole poem: 679-681).
59 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 671 (the whole poem: 671-674).
60 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 104.
61 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 229 (the whole poem: 229-230).



Legs

Adhered to the Earth)

Death and life join with the image of time, which has different symbol-

ic tendencies, such as lost time in the poem BaëÜdan fÜ az-zaman a¬-¬Çíië
(Faraway in the Lost Time):

Zamanun lÇ ar¬a lahu illÇ ëutmata ôÇkiratin ëamyÇí
illÇ ar^ifatan sawdÇí62

(A time, which does not have an Earth, exaccept a blind dark memory

Except Accept black pavements)

Time exists in the way to find another image of it such as in the com-

position Al-Ba…@ ëan zaman ÇÆar (Searching Another Time):

Akbartuka fÜ ëaynÜ ©ayra qatÜlin wa-öahÜdi
fa-hÇôÇ s-siÑni wa-ôÇka s-siÑn63

(I pride you in my eyes, no just as killed or martyred

In this prison and that prison)

The poet uses myth and legendary figures, and various symbols using

shadows and colours. He writes, for example, about Semiramis
(SÇmËrÇmÇt) the ancient queen of Ashur and in the same time reveals his

hidden feelings: 

Ayyu sirrin 
fÜ nÇ≤irayhÇ yudawwÜ
ayyu sirrin
fÜ hÇôihi l-a^dÇíi64

(What thunderous secret

In her eyes?

What secret

In these echoes?)

Oedipus with his feeling of solitude appears in his poem ÌdÜb
(Oedipus), which is fragmented into image, Oedipus and chorus: 
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62 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 751 (the whole poem: 751-752).
63 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ,1996: 68. 
64 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 22. 



MahÑËrun ka-l-layli anÇ
ka-^-^amti anÇ mahÑËr65

(I am lonesome like the night 

Like silence I am lonesome)

The symbol of shadow occupies a prominent place in his poetry, pre-

senting the relation between shadow and the soul: 

Wa-¬a…iktu li-annÜ
adraktu bi-annÜ
amliku ≤illÜ66

(I laughed because

I knew that

I have my shadow)

The shadow appears both in titles and poems. It reflects the image of life

and existence, expected or unwanted consequences. Bilind al-∞aydarÜ writes

for example in his poem Madfan a≤-≤ill (The Cemetery of a Shadow): 

Wa-hunÇ tabëa@u ≤-≤ilÇlu ÆarÜfan
wa baqÇyÇ min umniyÇtin ëaqÜma67

(Here, shadows send autumn 

And the rest of the barren wishes)

The expectation of a shadow as an aim of ending solitude, the shadow

becomes a desired company. This is clear in the poem InnahÇ tanta≤irunÜ
(She Waits for Me): 

Wa htazza ≤illun min baëÜd
lÇ... laysa ≤illÜ
wa-yalË…u ≤illun min ÑadÜd
lÇ...
laysa ≤illÜ68

(A shadow trembled from afar 

No... This is not my shadow 
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66 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 622.
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68 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 367 (the whole poem: 365-367).



A shadow appears again 

No...

This is not my shadow)

Different colours in his poetry reflect the different contrasts in life.

Yellow is associated with silence. He writes, for example:

~afrÇíu ka-^amti
awaddu law kunti ka-mÇ naltaqÜ
fa-naltaqÜ69

(Pale like silence

I wish if you are the same in our meeting

Then we will meet)

Yellow is also found in the title of his poetic collection Ri…lat al-…urËf
a^-^ufr (The Travel of Yellow Letters). This colour in his creation is a sym-

bol of emptinessy, sterility and death. In his poem he writes Hal liya an...?!
(Should I..?!): 

Ab…a@u ëan ëaynayya bayna daffatay kitÇb…
fa ^farra fÜ awrÇqihi ëitÇb70

(I search my eyes in a book...

Its pages are covered with a yellow sorrow) 

The same thing is right with the bronze colour, reflecting the image of

death and silence:

Yataíassanu fÜ ëatmati alwÇnin samrÇí
ta^Üru bi-hÇ l-©urbatu ar¬Ü71

(He is brackish in a bronze darkness

In which the emigration becomes my land)

Black reflects departure and leaving for exile, as in the poem Sa-a≤illu
hunÇ (I Shall Stay here):
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Fa-l-nar…allana maëan
li-bilÇdin uÆrò
li-bilÇdin qad ta…milu lawnaki, ôÇka l-aswada
ka-ö-öamsi l-ma©rËzati fÜ lawnÜ72

(We have to leave together

For another country

To a country, that perhaps has your black colour

Just like the sun, which is pricked in my colour)

However, Bilind al-∞aydarÜ uses green as a symbol of optimism and

hope in the poem ¥u^n wa-^a…rÇí wa-Mu≤affar (A Branch, Desert and

Mu≤affar73): 

A-^a…Ü…un yÇ Mu≤affar
anna ©u^nan Ôamarathu r-rÜ…u fÜ ^-^a…rÇíi
ra©ma r-rÜ…i wa-^-^a…rÇíi
iÆ¬arr…?!
UskutÜ yÇ rÜ…u, fa-l-insÇnu annò kÇna 
nabëun yatafaÑÑar
wa-sa-yabqò l-©u^nu aÆ¬ar74

(Mu≤affar! Is it true

That a branch was covered with earth by a wind in the desert 

Despite Yet the wind and the desert

Became green…?!…

Wind! Be silent, the man anywhere 

Is a flowing source 

And he will stay like a green branch)

Red also reflects the image of flowers, hope, and so on in his composi-

tion Az-Zahra al-…amrÇí (The Red Flower):

Aùlaqtu ayyÇmÜ taëubbu l-munò
min öafatay zahratiki l-…Çlima75

(My days toss down hopes

From the lips of your red flowers)
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73 Referring to the Iraqi poet Mu≤affar an-NawwÇb. 
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75 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 44.  



Bilind al-∞aydarÜ also writes about cities and well known personalities.

In the poem Ilò BayrËt al-…aÑar an-nÇíÜ (To Beirut, the Faraway Stone) he

mentions Beirut:

AyyatuhÇ l-…abÜbatu l-mustayqi≤atu fÜ l-alami ka-l-Ñur…
ayyatuhÇ r-ra©batu l-qadÜma
yÇ ar¬a l-mil…i76

(You are the sweetheart, awaking from the pain just like a wound

You are the old desire

You are the land of salt)

The Palestinian problem emerges in the reference to a fighter from

refugee camp ëAyn al-∞ulwa:

Wa-yartamÜ l-waÔan
ÆÇriÔatan uÆrò bi-lÇ ar¬in wa-lÇ zaman77

(The homeland is thrown

Like another map without land and time)

He feels solidarity with the Lebanese poet ŒalÜl ∞ÇwÜ, who killed him-

self in protest against the Israeli invasion on Lebanon in 1982. He writes in

the poem Ilò ŒalÜl ∞ÇwÜ (To ŒalÜl ∞ÇwÜ):

Qif ka-n-naÆlati fÇriëa
aw qif ka-Ô-Ôawdi ö-öÇmiÆ
wa-Ñmaë fÜ fawhatin sawdÇía li-burkÇnin ^ÇriÆ
^awtak...
wa-aëlin mawtak78

(Stand like a lofty palm

Or stand like a high mountain

And gather in the black mouth of a noisy volcano  

Your sound ..

And announce your death)

The international aspect is clear in his poem ∞iwÇr al-alwÇn (The

Dialogue of Colours) dedicated to Leopold Senghor:
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76 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 633 (the whole poem: 633-637).
77 Bilind al-∞aydarÜ, 1992: 704. 
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LÇkinnÜ
lan aërifa yÇ bunay
fÜ ëaynika aw ëaynÜ
illÇ ëaynay MandÜlÇ... illÇ ëaynay San©Ër
illÇ
laylan yastabÔinu kulla maëÇnÜ n-nËr79

(But

I do not know, my son

In your eye or my eye

Except the eyes of Mandela... except the eyes of Senghor

Except

A night, which absorbed all meanings of light).
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